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Thomas Stephens Esq. - Bartlit-Beck- Citicorp Venture Corporation + Newell Starks' 
attorney; JRK@class-action-law.com; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich 
Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; 
Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Lieberman ; Deborah "Aggressive" Sturman 
Esq.; Joyce Kwan - nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton 
University; Jay O. Light - Dean Harvard Business School; Dr. John K. Pollard - 
JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Prof. Evelyn B. Higginbotham, Chair Harvard University 
Department of African & African American Studies ; President Rosenberg of the 
Screen Actors Guild; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's lawyer; Drew Faust - 
President of Harvard University; Jay McMichael - CNN photojournalist; Richard C. 
Levin, President Yale University; United States Justice Department; 
President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: DECISIONS, DECISIONS, DECISIONS...WHY YOU READ ON...hurt by 
trade sanctions-are you proud to be an US american? 
 

Katherine, while you research my questions from a few minutes ago, would look 
at this draft email I would like you, when finished editing of course, to 

forward to the 4,000 Lost Boys of the Sudan currently living in the US doing 
one hell of a job promoting US-De Beers-Dollars to more than the 8,000 Lost 
Boys of the Sudan over in refugee camps in Africa who also survived the De 

Beers death march as well as to find a way to get copies in to the hands of 
those 8,000 and then leave it up to me as well as I would expect others 



including Israeli Military Intelligence to reach the rest of the literate as 
well as illiterate human population. 

 
 
Dear John Dau, 
  
As you know I have one last heavily broadcasted email to President Bush 
that was scheduled to go out yesterday that is now only delayed a day, two 
at the most, before all future public communiqués are placed on 
www.just3ants.com and if not just3ants.com then one or more other of our 
100 or so websites in various stages of construction from the bottom up. 
  
Before continuing where I left off last Saturday, click HERE, allow me to 
quickly address two points both of which I will be covering in more detail in 
my next communiqué to President Bush that will take place after responding 
to Adam Roop who now wishes to be removed from my email list after first 
begging me to add both of his email addresses so that when he is on the 
road he misses nothing of importance. 
  
First, is the importance of all governments, not just the 3 Branches of the 
United States Government to “promote” their respective currencies with each 
corrupt government understanding an “unwritten rule” that if they “push 
things too far” with the United States of America who provided the military 
mite; in other words, the “funding” of De Beers, by “going overboard” in 
either printing too much of their own currency increasingly less backed by 
gold as the United States of America stole the world’s gold production first 
using their military mite and then the Almighty U.S. DeBeers-Dollar, or worse 
yet attacking the Almighty De Beers-US Dollar, they run the risk of the 
superpower declaring war should the US’ tyrant’s second-in-command prove 
to be equally “unruly”. 
 
Not to mention most of the disaffected peoples of the world who are 
apathetic about their governments beginning with most United States 
citizens whose 3 Branches of Government talk a lot about things like freedom 
and democracy but are constantly voting for pay increases for themselves as 
they make it a point when not attacking one another to attack foreign 
governments not “playing ball”, which are all quite relieved to hear me 
spelling out in simple English why it is that neither the media nor the equally 
corrupt governments of the world make mention either of me or my 
explanation as to how it has come about that De Beers, the money 
launderers of money launderers, the special interest of special interest group 
have been allowed for more than a century now to act as the world’s number 
one banker while never, not once having to file a single document with 
banking regulators beginning with those here in the US who know that De 
Beers’ biggest market is here in the United States; their ungodly presence on 
47th Street, New York City extraordinarily transparent. 
  



Second, is the importance of my personal “credibility” that is not in the least 
dependent upon that of any member of my family including either my mother 
or father as well as my father’s first cousin, David Gevisser who remains not 
only alive like both my parents, but is still the American head of the DeBeers-
Anglo American Cartel, the mafia of mafia, counterfeiters of counterfeiters 
that for good reason not a single government including the world’s 
superpowers have dared to mess with given the DAAC’s extraordinary 
“Money Power” that began with their monopoly of Diamond Currency which 
in addition to being untraceable was price fixed by this principally South 
African based monopolist of monopolists at always more than a barrel of oil 
that could only be reached with diamond tipped drilling bits, has been used 
to accumulate other regulated government currencies and when a 
government isn’t behaving according to the “unwritten” but very strict rules, 
so then does De Beers unleash their stockpiles of foreign currency. 
  
At the present time when you visit just3ants.com, under HEADLINE NEWS, 
you will see in the 3rd position the words, De Beers - "Remember Me?" 
  
The hyperlink above those rather important words which I first used on 
November 11th, 2004 when breaking a 24 year silence with the most 
important officials of De Beers on United States soil who I worked for in 1980 
only as a result of a “deal” between my Royal Mater-Mother and her very 
close and “lucky” friend, my uncle David Gevisser, are nothing short of bone 
chilling even if you are so far down the totem pole that you can’t even afford 
a pot to pee in. 
  
No one, not even a street person likes the feeling of being duped. 
  
With all that said, let me now continue 
  
Interesting is a word that from this moment forth you will most certainly 
versus “in all likihood” [sic] first think of in terms of how poorly trained 
Israeli Special Forces Commanding Officers view the value of seized 
weaponry, drugs, prostitutes, bills about to be passed by bought and paid for 
members of the US Congress, funding of this program, reduced funding in 
that program, less for law enforcement here, more for law enforcement 
there, monies appropriated for Israel to defend herself from the Nazis who 
won World War I and World II and who since remain committed to remind 
those of US American-British when practicing to go to war with Israel it is not 
such a bad thing when coming in to land on Coronado Island, San Diego to 
see a Nazi emblem blazing bright and shiny from the “ground up”. 
  



 
  
Back on September 19th when we first spoke, the day after I watched you on 
a flat screen TV mouth the words, “God must have grown tired of US”, you 
questioned me why people are so bad, and I explained that the business of 
corrupt governments when not corrupting grass roots organizations before 
they take root, is all about hooking people on easy to get one’s arms around, 
money, a “propaganda based” means of exchange that is controlled by 
government officials on the side of the victors of war where there is no 
evidence that the victors are just, often times not even better fighters, but 
more ruthless in their willingness to spill other peoples’ blood.  
  
Never forget that after stealing the world’s precious and limited natural 
resources, gold the hardest to harvest, De Beers, a dynamic group I am 
intimately familiar with, focus their attention on funding their “opposition” 
using not only their own exclusive untraceable Diamond Currency but 
whatever money currency is best being administered by their bought and 
paid for elected as well as non-elected government officials who make the 
laws that allow today people such as the Director of the CIA, General Michael 
V. Hayden once caught “red handed” with having destroyed tapes showing a 
supposedly brutal beating of Al Quaida “terrorists” held in detention, to 
announce with a straight face,  
  

“What matters here is that it was done in line with the law." 
  
The laws of course, written and circumvented by the same people. 
 
You would know that the most rudimentary “black operation” forget “double 
black operation”, would have at the time the decision was taken to videotape 
the interrogation, including the decision to destroy it and leak its destruction 
at the appropriate time to the media and the politicians, one and the same, 
to allow them to have something to talk about all the while this very day 
another black, double black as well as double double black operation is very 
possibly also fully underway planned that same very day the decision was 
made to videotape the interrogation including the decision to destroy it. 
  



Again, the concept of “divide and conquer” which is the “backbone” of 
master-of-disguise De Beers’ military strategy can now be used against them 
as we go about exposing each member of each of our families beginning with 
immediate family members which I suggest strongly, contributes significantly 
to your continued deafening silence. 
  
By now you have also seen here in America that people are more concerned 
with the brand of clothing they wear than the wellbeing of one another. In 
fact it wasn’t long ago that there were stories in the news about people being 
killed for their Reebok “Pumps”, a type of shoe that could be inflated with air. 
  
When we spoke your idea of “bad” people were limited to the Muslims in the 
Northern Sudan that were slaughtering your brothers, but by now, having 
lived here in the United States for some 4 years, you have to see that it is 
not about religion, race, color, nationality; it has always been about stealing; 
money just a means of exchange, a promissory note produced in machines 
and distributed by mindless, corrupt individuals who have no loyalty to 
anything but those who keep them in a position to authorize the production 
of worthless-fictitious money as well as commit that country’s military to 
beat up on people like your brothers in Sudan, not yet as co-opted-corrupted 
as you.  
  
It is not a coincidence that your homeland, rich in VALUABLE natural 
resources, has been in almost constant civil war for more than 60 years with 
people such as yourself being counted on to promote the counting of money 
that gets transfixing after a while unless working for a security company like 
Brinks who move cash around in armored money advertising vehicles back 
and forth along our clogged streets, always avoiding side streets as much as 
possible and when inside their money counting vaults it becomes one most 
extraordinary funny scene. 
  
And I would know since my royal Mater’s half-brother Joe Ash, former 
Commodore of the Durban, South African yacht club and Durban city 
councilmember-Vice Mayor, acquired an Israeli technology that when an 
armored truck guard or bank teller got held up, not important whether it be 
by someone not smart enough to steal legally or just another marketing 
opportunity to promote the use of money, some of the money would contain 
fake money that would explode a dye that would ruin the “legally” counterfeit 
money. 
  
Moreover, I spent several days with my uncle here in the U.S. as well as with 
his South African policeman son when he visited, going in several armored 
truck runs and were allowed in the high security money counting vaults of 
Wells Fargo, a significant player in this beyond belief “playing-money-
business” business. 
  
If every school kid in the world got the opportunity to see what I witnessed 
and what tens of thousands if not millions of people are employed all over 



the world to do each and every day 24/7, it wouldn’t take them very long to 
not only “smell a rat” but do something about it which is why their teachers, 
principals and school boards all the way to the top officials at Head Start in 
Washington, DC have them do things like surfing physical education when 
not going on excursions to milk producing farms, zoos and the such. 
  
Bully-coward parents breed bully-coward governments. 
  
While your brothers are being killed, the Sudanese government has been 
profiting along with foreign interests such as the US and Great Britain; the 
genocide functioning as a distraction while they steal the natural resources 
which if shared with your people, would have all of your brothers not only 
having their own home but never having a reason to fight a single day. 
 
You understand desperation better than most. But throughout your 
desperation you courageously and intelligently never resorted to violence.  
  
Unfortunately there are people here in the United States that have never 
known what it is to have to really work for a living let alone the power of 
desperation to overwhelm, corrupt, and compromise a person’s character. 
  
I know that it is difficult to see beyond the direct hand that the Northern 
Sudanese Muslims played in brutally slaughtering your families and causing 
some 27,000 of you to go on a death march, however, by now you have got 
to ask yourself, why hasn’t America or any other nation stepped in to help, 
apart from helping themselves? 
  
The same question why didn’t the US and Britain step in right from the start 
of Israel’s War of Independence to tell their Arab oil tyrants that if necessary 
the US would nuke them just as we did the Japanese assuming Americans 
service people were unwilling to fight against the right for the State of Israel 
to survive. 
  
Were you aware that few who know the facts would argue that if it were not 
for non-Israeli Jewish fighter pilots, Israel would have been defeated and 
then picture what the world would be like today, and don’t place at the top of 
your list, “Not a single Jewish Nobel Prize recipient!”. 
  
Few who also know the facts would argue the very best were Jewish South 
African fighter-bomber-pilots like my father and my Royal Mater’s very close 
friends like Boris Senior, a name most likely you have never heard before I 
started mentioning it the other day, but you will not forget his name going 
forward, this I can almost assure you given not only his closeness to my 
mother and his securing of weapons of war principally from South Africa or 
the fact that this South African would become the deputy chief of the brutal 
Israel Air force or the fact that his was the one name along with a telephone 
number my mother had me write down soon after I arrived on September 
1st, 1972 at Kibbutz Sde Boker in Negev Desert, but much more importantly, 



Boris Senior’s very careful choice of words when describing his view of Israeli 
American relations which I covered in more detail in my follow up with New 
York Times reporter David Stout who is of course also now “playing ostrich”. 
  
The moment you wake up in the morning knowing you have less time to live 
than you did the day before you always want to “cut to the chase”, waste no 
time, even if your intentions are just to get back into to bed, to hell with 
working for a living, and when you may want to go slow, actually very slow, 
all depending on whatever that is what interests you apart from me showing 
you right now how to become financially independent, head trip, trip to that 
salon, workout spa, Spargos at their new location, multiple business partners 
who may each only want you, constantly “on call”, just waiting for you to 
show up totally unannounced, and at the same time feel good about yourself 
being part of a grass roots organization wanting to change the corrupt status 
quo, which again may not interest you in the least, no different I strongly 
believe than each and every person who has yet to contribute a penny to 
just3ants.com. 
  
Let me help you because you liked the fact that there wasn’t a single lone 
“or” to be found anywhere in the above paragraph and why not now invest 
90 seconds of your time to read what I have to say about you becoming 
financially independent and getting laid all at the same time, just like Adam 
L. Tucker my one American programmer-apprentice is well on his way to 
achieving. 
  
Not to mention the date Adam had a week ago this past Saturday night, 
while I am sure she also bathes, was quite “the babe” which of course 
shouldn’t prevent Adam, who was in the room with me this past Saturday at 
our stone home deep inside the CN forest, but operating off a different 
network and on to other things while communicating with me as well as the 
rest of the world in real time, from testing this “bullet proof” business plan on 
every person he “touches” including all those on jdate.com and match.com 
who he will never get see “in the flesh”, at least not all of them. 
  
BTW don’t you think it would help Howard Stern battling the National 
Association of Broadcasters who maintain that he is interfering with their 
bread and butter that he call up the NAB and ask Valerie Schulte Esq. if 
during the 15 years she was schtuping Ted Turner of CNN she ever felt 
“conflicted out”? 
  
First John, you would know I haven’t forgotten our phone conversation when 
as I laid out so precisely and clearly in simple English how you were in the 
throes of being totally and utterly corrupted, you kept going back time and 
again, repeating and repeating and repeating, right up until the end of the 
conversation, the following so very annoying words, “I just can’t understand 
these Muslims who want to kill us Christians”; even though I never 
mentioned the word Arab or Jewish or Christian or communism or totalitarian 
or socialism or despotism or Hinduism or greekism, never once throwing in 



not even the slightest distraction such as what brand of toenail polish may or 
may not turn you on but just the thought disgusts me, instead I kept 
repeating the name DeBeers, De Beers, DeBeers, De Beers, DeBeers, never 
once mentioning the word Muslim, not even alluding to there being any 
connection between De Beers, the terrorist of terrorist groups, the genocide 
of genocides financing organization, and the Muslim community anywhere in 
the world apart from them owning lock stock and barrel the House of Saud, 
the Kuwaiti Royal Family, the 3 Branches of the United States Government 
and the likes and which you know perfectly well I can prove beyond a 
shadow of a doubt. 
  
Of course my revelations were the equivalent of God descending from 
heaven and sending all you heathens to Sodom and Gomorra. 
  
Former US Marine Captain Brian Steidle and you must have surely spoken by 
now, and can you tell me how much or how little I was discussed in your bs 
conversation. 
  
So how is the world’s most favored slaved doing this rainy morning here 
deep inside the Cleveland National Forest? 
  
You liked my beggar story and so did a lot of very tall people who often times 
attract the very worst of the opposite sex, those who are all visual, their 
brains all mush from a lifetime of denial, still thinking themselves smart to 
wrap you around their little finger until they find out that in growing tall, 
having to go through the growing pains you never got to experience the kid 
in you and once old, fat and decrepit they, for good reason, find all the 
excuses in the world to remain attached, oblivious to the risk of severe 
damage an insecure tall person with a poor center of gravity can cause BUT 
ONLY in their immediate surroundings. 
  
Again, the only true freewill is in our ability to choose our environment and 
the people that we share it with. 
  
Second, a person who doesn’t contribute to society is just like a cancer cell 
only existing for itself, multiplying and eventually leading to self destruction.  
  
The Kabala is a teaching that the high on their own nonsense Jewish holy 
priests kept to themselves and then only started to promote it when finding 
out it wasn’t that easy to make a living once they taught everybody what 
they needed to know who then wouldn’t show up at services and then where 
would all the crooked deals get done? 
 
Did you know that being vegetarian is not only better for your sex life but 
obviates the need for keeping kosher which further puts a dent in a Jewish 
rabbi’s ability to make a living when not being corrupted by the ruling elite 
who again have no loyalty but to their own. 
  



Did it not occur to you when you joined me, at least in spirit, at Sabbath 
services at the Orthodox Jewish synagogue on the corner of Silverton and 
Musgrave Road, Durban, South Africa that there was a whole lot more going 
on than simply the biggest Jewish crooks in the community having the best 
seats in the house, the same with the Reform Jewish synagogues, the same 
with the Roman Catholic Cathedrals, the same with the rest of the religious 
institutions anywhere including the mosques, wherever there is dirt that 
could be further developed for multiple purposes to ensure its “best and 
highest use”? 
  
Yes, you are of course beginning to feel very ashamed of yourself while 
thinking more about each sexual partner you have had and will have since 
encountering me, since the last thing you want to be reminded of is Diamond 
Currency that hasn’t stopped you thinking of all those beggars encouraging 
“lay people” to quickly pick up every penny they see lying on the sidewalk 
and at any checkout where there are loose pennies. 
  
I can’t wait to show you my relatively large penny collection.  
 

Let me know if you think it would add or distract were I to when loading this 
communiqué on to just3ants.com to include a photo right here showing the 
look you can well imagine on the gorgeous face of my French-Canadian wife 
who has finally got to the point of no longer moving part of the penny 
collection which I keep at our cliff for “rainy day” in to a safety deposit box at 
Bank of America. 
  
You will recall in the movie MUNich there was this scene just outside the 
hotel’s bar when the in-shape leader of the one Mossad hit squad warns an 
older out-of-shape member to be mindful of the attractive, sweet smelling 
“honey flower” who was not exactly after “killer bees”. 
  
I refer a lot to SPIelberg’s MUNIch for good reason given how very intimately 
familiar I am with many if not most and possible all the not exclusive Israeli 
hit squads that David Ben Gurion began activating immediately after there 
was clear evidence of a breach in security at the 1972 Munich Olympic 
Games; the brutal murder of 11 defenseless Israeli Olympic athletes all very 
carefully planned and executed to perfection by not some ragtag, skinhead 
nutcases with a hard-on for killing Jews, much like each and every 
assassination including those of JFK, RFK and Yitzhak Rabin, David Ben 
Gurion’s protégé who was assassinated by a “lone gunman” educated at Bar 
Ilan University who of course don’t only produce fanatics; some of the very 
best of Israelis such as Ami Ayalon attended Bar Ilan 



 
And of course I got to meet some of their worst both in Israel as well as in 
New York City, the Park Hotel across from Central Park, to be precise. 
  
Not to mention, the 11 Israeli athletes of course were not exactly defenseless 
but when up against pros who know how easy it is to load, fire, reload an AK 
47 when the bullet clip is empty, there isn’t really much one can do but be 
willing to die the instant an assassin gets within arm’s reach. 
  
It was shameful that the whole incident went on so very long unless each 
and every one of the athletes, most if not all, having completed their military 
training in Israel, were all tied up right from the very start but then again 
before tying someone up you first have to get close, unless there was a “rat”. 
  
“Keep your friends close and your enemies even closer” – Tsun Tzu. 
  
“By way of deception we wage war” – Mossad 
 
Again, the lessons learned by Ben Gurion and Co. following the Operation 
Suzannah debacle of the summer of 1954 should serve as more of a wakeup 
call for all those who don’t have to work for living who live off Trust Funds, 
investment income; i.e. have either legally stolen enough or have inherited 
sufficient ill-gotten gains and of course so very quick when asked to explain 
their indifference to the miserable plight of the poor who again are not stupid 
only misinformed, resort to mindless banter which of course includes 
suggesting they have “no interest in business, politics, economics or history” 
and if not schooled in the arts, as so few are, thanks to art being the first 
discipline a corrupt government stops funding, then go “deafeningly silent”. 
  



It is easy to talk, much less so to write when you don’t have someone 
pointing a gun at your head but then again I have always felt us highly 
creative-inventive Jewish people were living on borrowed time the instant I 
became aware that we had to fight our War of Independence right after I 
thought the Nazis had been defeated and the world would “come to order” 
and figure 6 million of us having been so horribly slaughtered was enough to 
satisfy the bloodletting. 
  
But that would make me “naïve” to think that somehow because there is 
“peace and quiet” like we have right now in Iraq and Afghanistan, relatively 
speaking that is, and all depending on who is reporting the news, that 
suddenly humanity would want “good things to happen to good people”. 
  
Yes, that ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report that I was not only the 
first to broadcast but still the only one mentioning it time and again has a lot 
to do with why you continue to read on. 
  
Just the fact that I was born one could consider a miracle even though my 
mother had 8 miscarriages ahead of me. 
  
I invited you to our Carriage House in Del Mar, perched atop the bluffs 
overlooking the awesome Pacific ocean when we first spoke but you told me 
that you had just been out to California but planned on being back soon 
when you would make a point of meeting up with me. 
  
Israel’s War of Independence ended officially in 1949 and do you know how 
many miracle Jewish people have been born since? 
  
When do you recall the last Jewish genocide? 
  
What do you think of this Genocide Task Force sponsored by which division of 
the 3rd Reich’s southern division that was being established on the southern 
tip of Africa right at the same time that the De Beers controlled US and 
British government were preparing to wipe out those Jewish people fighting 
for the right of every Jewish person to exist, foolishly thinking they could 
defy the clear signal of President Roosevelt looking like the “potted plant” 
that he was on board the USS Quincy as Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabia made 
“small talk” with an American “Military Attache”. 
  
That photo I am talking about is another image that will stay with you the 
rest of your life. 
  
So getting back to getting smart even when trying to seduce someone of the 
opposite sex and lets just assume the whole world listening is both gay and 
heterosexual and the gay people are fine with me believing there is an 
excellent possibility you are heterosexual and are sickened by the prospect of 
having sex with another male or “tTOo” [sic]. 
  



This sex talk is important because I can prove to you that once your basic 
needs are met and you, in all likelihood, don’t want to discuss DeBeers or 
worse yet, Diamond Currency, the conversation stopper of all time, the only 
thing left to talk about is art and sex since to talk about DeBeers will in all 
likelihood you believe interfere with both your basic and deficit needs being 
met, and to talk about art to someone who doesn’t know the first thing about 
the appreciation of say oil paintings, the most difficult of the art mediums, is 
beyond belief boring and I would know since I do know a little about art, little 
that is when compared say to Sebastian Capella but compared to anyone else 
I know with the exclusion of some of his students, many having been with 
him a lifetime, I am very knowledgeable and easily distracted when speaking 
with someone who thinks they know and could easily find out if simply willing 
to invest some time finding out, and were they to do that they would quickly 
find that there isn’t very much art out there to purchase, let alone see in art 
galleries or museums, but that could change if we are able to get through the 
sex talk which is really what interests each one of us after our basic needs 
are met and our deficit needs, the fear of losing what we already have, have 
been mitigated by either investing well or having legally stolen. 
  
Of course we could talk about taboo subjects like politics and religion, but so 
boring when compared to the only option remaining, sex. 
  
Again, to get into anything involving DeBeers who single-handedly have been 
the world’s extraordinarily inefficient allocator of resources is nothing short of 
a “guts full”, making flirtation not only much easier but so enjoyable 
especially if you are armed as you are about the extraordinary “Money 
Power” of the DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel, the darkest of dark 
organizations capable of committing any crime and getting away “scott free” 
or so they would like everyone to believe. 
  
Their Diamond Invention book was designed simply to scare the living 
daylights out of everyone, but in creating this non-fiction story detailing their 
extraordinary devious nature, they were also telegraphing their weaknesses 
when letting us know they felt the need to let us know they own everyone 
and everything worth talking about. 
  
And remember I am still here, still not only typing away but my messages 
are being heard and none more telling than this Harvard church minister, Jan 
Randolf daring toss in my face the words, "Care given to the details gives 
strength to the whole" and then goes deafeningly silent on the most 
important detail, The Diamond Invention, no different to you and all those on 
the “$ hit List”. 
  
Doesn’t the phrase, “The Devil is in the detail” make more sense when it is 
spoken by a Professor of Law at a so prestigious university like Harvard from 
the pulpit of Harvard’s on campus church? 
  
Doesn’t it make more sense to you that academia is the new corrupt church?  



  
Yes, once armed with all extraordinarily valuable Knowledge-Information-
Light I have been sharing for free you suddenly find yourself so very smart, 
so very attractive, so very intelligent to the point that you can move in an 
out of conversations the same way a filthy dirty disgusting fly moves from 
one piece of shit to the next. 
  
You sleep with a dog, pretty or ugly, you get fleas. 
 
God is smart, God is not crazy, God is vengeful towards those who armed 
with the KIL (Knowledge, Information, Light) decide either to keep it to 
themselves or equally rotten to manipulate others to serve their mindless 
agenda. 
  
There isn’t a single human being in the world who I wouldn’t be able flush 
out in a matter of seconds in determining not only their agenda but what 
value they are to me in my pursuit to have the beggars of the world make 
light conversation with everyone they meet when walking in stride with them 
as they march toward a penny that has been carefully placed in the one 
perfect spot, the least sun unobstructed. 
  
Here now is the road to financial independence and one great sex life; 
moreover, better go vegetarian right now; no need to go “cold turkey”, just 
purchase this one Fields of Green gourmet recipe book that has become my 
wife’s and my second bible. Actually I don’t own a bible, but I think you 
would agree I got my Judaism down pat. 
 

And of course the good Christian that you still want to believe you are would 
know that Jesus Christ was born Jewish orthodox, lived the life of a good 
Jewish person, pointed out the hypocrisy of both the yet to be formed Roman 
Catholic Church as well as the Jewish high priests and died because of it and 
as you would expect go buried according to Jewish custom. 
  
Next, take her to the Neroli in La Jolla, California and have her allow you, 
while she parades up and down, back and forth wearing the most revealing, 
so sexy underwear, have sex with you in the dressing room. 
  
Third, when relaxing over your first meal with the woman of your dreams 
ask this first date who remember demanded that you have sex with her first 
in the dressing room at Neroli, how she would have felt if she was a member 
of the Secret Service security detail guarding President elect John F. Kennedy 
when meeting with Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer at the Carlyle 
Hotel, after JFK won the November 1960 President election that was rigged 
from the start by De Beers and right before he was sworn in as President, 
Chief Executive Officer, Commander In Chief of all US Armed Forces. 
  
Now of course this meal could be your last supper; remember us Jewish 
people have been on borrowed time ever since we were made patently aware 



with that photo shoot on board the USS Quincy on February 14th, 1945 that 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt was a “potted plant”. 
  
Step four, suggest that the Secret Service agent knows that the duty of the 
US Secret Service is to both protect the President as well as protect the US 
currency from other counterfeiters. 
  
Five, suggest that she, the Secret Service agent is honest, comes from a 
nice non-Jewish family who say grace after meals even if they don’t break 
bread with many Jewish people, many who say the prayers before eating 
that require silence after rinsing their hands under water until eating a piece 
of bread, saying another prayer of course, don’t necessarily have their 
blackened hands properly washed with soap and water that take my word for 
it, cannot do much to wipe clean their sins against man as well as God, who 
is not stupid. 
  
Six, suggest this Secret Service Agent with a to-die-for body and of course 
the most cute French accent would however, know that DeBeers is an illegal 
monopolist operating mainly out of South Africa being ruled by a the most 
repressive Nazi-like regime in the history of the world that took power within 
a month of the State of Israel being granted Statehood. 
  
Seven, if she is in any way, shape or form inappropriate at the dinner, even 
to the point of not having Veronica Hearst, widow of deceased Randolph 
Apperson Hearst, 

father of Presidential Pardoned Patty Hearst and immediate past Chairman of 
the Board of Hearst Corporation who was also the last offspring of its founder 
William Randolph Hearst, explain when sweating at the table, whatever the 
reason, to be so very Charm School like and place one’s wrist against an iced 
cold class of water that can be moved back and forth without appearing in 



any way distracting while using one’s arms and legs ever so modestly to 
make one’s point if modesty happens to be the agenda when you would 
know not to “name drop”, find someone else but first taking a few moments 
to look around the restaurant and after abruptly getting up leave your card 
with a previously prepared handwritten note with the Maître D, along with a 
big tip. 
  
Not to mention that very possibly in the back of Bill Clinton’s mind when 
granting the abominable, so very bizarre Presidential Pardon to traitor Marc 
Rich who voluntarily gave up his US citizenship when believing it no longer 
served his best interests, by also giving Patty Hearst her Pardon it would 
“placate” the likes of me who while knowing that the foundation of the Hearst 
empire began in mining, William Randolph Hearst, the father of my former 
and now deceased client, Randolph Apperson Hearst, for whatever reason did 
genuinely care about us Jewish people and was willing to let not only Hitler 
know when meeting with this stooge despot in 1934, the same year Einstein 
wrote as his return address, “Concentration Camp, Princeton”, but Hitler’s 
principal supporters in the US. 
  
Cutting & Pasting Wikipedia – William Randolph Hearst: 
  

In 1934 after checking with Jewish leaders to make sure the visit would prove of 
benefit to Jews, Hearst went to Berlin to interview Adolf Hitler. Hitler asked why 
he was so misunderstood by the American press. "Because Americans believe in 
democracy," Hearst answered bluntly, "and are averse to dictatorship." 

   
Cutting and Pasting Wikipedia – 1932 Democratic National Convention 
  

The 1932 Democratic National Convention was held in Chicago, Illinois from 
June 27 - July 2, 1932. The convention resulted in the nomination of Governor 
Franklin Roosevelt of New York for President and Speaker of the House John 
Nance Garner of Texas for Vice-President. 
  
The three major contenders for the presidential nomination were Roosevelt, 
Garner and former governor of New York and 1928 presidential candidate, Al 
Smith. They roughly represented three competing factions of the Democratic 
Party. Smith was supported by the Tammany Hall machine in New York City, and 
had many supporters in the Democratic National Committee, as well as in 
Chicago. Chicago Mayor Anton Cermak packed the hall with Smith supporters. 
  
Roosevelt was supported by a solid majority of the delegates, and had the 
support of Senators Burton Wheeler, Cordell Hull, Alben Barkley, and Huey 
Long, who held the Deep South for Roosevelt. The new Democratic coalition 
would begin at this convention: Roosevelt brought into the Democratic fold 
western progressives, ethnic minorities, rural farmers, and intellectuals. 
  
Garner had support from newspaper magnate William Randolph Hearst and 
Senator William Gibbs McAdoo. He was never a serious threat, and never 
bothered to campaign for the position. However, the faction that supported 



Garner was important because it could break a potential deadlock between Smith 
and Roosevelt. 
  
After six ballots, Roosevelt had not secured the two-thirds majority necessary for 
the nomination. At this point, Smith believed the delegates were anxious about a 
deadlocked convention, and attempted to stampede all the delegates' votes 
toward his surrogate, Cleveland Mayor Newton D. Baker. The stalemate lingered 
for several days, however, until a late night call was made by leading Democrat 
Joseph P. Kennedy, Sr.(then a Roosevelt supporter) to Hearst. Kennedy 
reminded Hearst that if the convention continued in the same way, Smith or 
Baker would be nominated, two people who embodied all the political beliefs 
diametrically opposed to Hearst's own. Kennedy managed to convince Hearst to 
notify Garner to bow out of the race, and to support Roosevelt. When McAdoo 
learned of this decision, he threw California's delegates to Roosevelt, and the 
other states fell in line behind Roosevelt.  

 
Not to mention, Kennedy in 1934 gets Roosevelt to make him the first 
Chairman of the Securities Exchange Commission and not long after Hearst 
would break with Roosevelt. 
  
Eight, suggest that the Secret Service agent has never not once lied, stolen 
or cheated, the same with her parents who she both loves and adores and 
every Christmas she light Hanukah candles for our brother, the Lord Jesus 
Christ. 
  
Nine, suggest that the Secret Service agent is able to rise above all the 
nonsense religious dogma that has the clergy in all the major as well as 
minor religions creating all this conflict in order to give themselves 
employment. 
  
Ten, suggest the Secret Service agent is also possibly Jewish and is 
disgusted by the close association of the Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black 
Hatters and De Beers as I was from a very early age when first seeing them 
in Israel and wondering what fricken planet did they arrive from and why 
didn’t God at least have us swop places. 
  
Eleven, suggest the Secret Service agent despite knowing the essence of 
Judaism, “Do unto others as you would want done unto yourself and the rest 
is commentary”, that she would not have taken issue with the Jewish high 
priests who said 10 is 10 and to allow the Christians the eleventh 
commandment, “Do unto others as you would want done unto yourself” 
which would have created just more room for argument since you would 
need to be possibly reminded that when you put 10 Jewish people in a room 
you end up with 11 arguments. 
  
Twelve, suggest to the Secret Service agent that while it still remains 
possible she has not heard of my mother Zena Gevisser who as she got 
closer to being on adult diapers to suit her childish behavior since what else 



can explain her senility, but has now heard me say enough times that my 
mother “only debates people who agree with her”. 
  
Thirteen, suggest to your date who by now might have got bored with the 
“role playing” that the Secret Service agent guarding incoming President 
John F. Kennedy was absolutely convinced that this meeting at the Carlyle 
Hotel between JFK and Harry Oppenheimer was simply the “shot across the 
bow” of De Beers by a future no-nonsense President who was going to have 
his brother Robert be the next United States of America Attorney General, 
tasked with executing the sacrosanct anti-Trust laws of the US aimed very 
specifically at the likes of De Beers who have no comparables when it comes 
to crimes against humanity. 
  
Fourteen, ask her how, again if she were EVER a United States Secret 
Service Agent how would she feel about the fact that from that moment 
forward, beginning with the swearing in ceremonies on January 20th, 1961 all 
the way through the assassinations of both JFK and Robert F. Kennedy, not 
one word was spoken about De Beers by either President John F. Kennedy 
and Attorney General of the United States, Robert F. Kennedy or a single 
other member of the 3 Branches of the United States Government, at least 
not in public. 
  
Fifteen, ask how she would feel being the wife of that Secret Service Agent 
who right after that most extraordinary meeting at the Carlyle Hotel, that 
Secret Service Agent along with every other Secret Service Agent with a 
brain between their ears was informed by at least one member of the Mossad 
that JFK and his wife Jackie had met previously with both Harry Oppenheimer 
and his American partner Charles Engelhard at Engelhard’s Camp Chaleur 
estate across the border in Quebec, Canada when the details were worked 
out for this most extraordinary meeting on US soil between the incoming 
President and the co-head of the mafia of mafia. Click on hyperlink below. 
  
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/The%20Atlantic%20Salmon%20Federation.
htm 
  
Sixteen, ask how she would explain this all today to not only her children 
whose fathers and mothers still guard the President of the United States 
knowing their other job of protecting the US Dollar from counterfeiters is 
total bullshit. 
  
Seventeen, ask her if she would like to contribute just one penny to 
just3ants.com and more if she can afford it. 
  
Eighteen, ask her if she is ready this very instant to find a sponsor with a 
“value system”  and if she answers “no!” or even “maybe”, immediately start 
looking around the restaurant so that when the Matre D calls, you can 
provide a detailed description of your next prospect. 
 



I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Gary 
  

The tallest trees attract the most wind – Confucius 
  

[Word count 7114] 
  

__________________________________ 

From: Dalton - onerhythm@digis.net 

Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 5:08 AM 

To: Gary S Gevisser 

Subject: Re: TiME 

  

where is this? 

_______________________________ 

From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2007 10:17 AM PT 
To: Dave Clark – proprietor of Seacrest/Waterfront Café – Minehead, 
Somerset, England 
Cc: rest; Peggy Anderson; Peggy.ANDERSON@UKGATEWAY.NET 
Subject: TiME 
 
Wow. Both Marie and I are impressed. It looks like a great hangout! 
 
I believe I did get a copy of the monthly figures. Please tell me how you 
computed the "percentage of turnover" calculation; it seems higher than I 
expected. 
 
We wish you and your family very well not only this Holiday season. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Gary + Marie 





 
Ps - I am copying Peggy Anderson who lives in Wiveliscombe, Somerset 
about an hours drive inland from Minehead; perhaps Peggy, who was my 
world traveling mother's most trusted and so very brilliant personal Irish 
secretary for many years back in South Africa, can make copies of the photos 
and walk them over to my mother's mini estate, 7 Hartswell Lane, 
Wiveliscombe, TA42E. 
 
Not to mention Robert Anderson, Peggy’s husband, very possibly in the top 3 
geniuses the world has ever been blessed with, and remember Einstein was 
one of them, should be extended an invitation to join you for a lager or two, 
and feel free to charge such well deserved hospitality to my account.  
 
To mention little of each time I visited with my mother who decided to settle 
in Wiveliscombe only because the Andersons were already there, how much I 
would look forward to sitting quietly with Robert in the rectangular shaped 
sun house attached to the garage as we sipped a cup of tea talking about 
everything under the sun but never once distracted by rather intense 
philosophical thoughts going back to ancient times to not notice and 
comment on each and every action or inaction of every bird, no matter how 
tiny that stopped by to say “hello” and guide us back without missing a 
heartbeat to how easy it would be to solve the problems of the world should 



God bless us once again with someone with as Robert would say, 
“heightened sensitivity”. 
 
My mother, Zena along with my eldest brother Neil who also has homes in 
Wiveliscombe as well as another of our English friends visited 
Seacrest/Waterfront in late December 2001 right after I purchased it from 
the Costers. Zena, who didn’t exactly get off a boat just yesterday and has 
owned homes all over the world was rather impressed with what she saw and 
felt most of all, besides for being in the most perfect location imaginable, 
right on the water's edge and adjacent to the most enchanted and beautiful 
forest leading to Burgundy Chapel, this 3 bedroom house with a café 
attached, was in "nick condition". 
 
Not to mention this “Gentleman” English friend owns the magnificent home 
at the entrance to Dunster Castle, just down the road from Minehead, and 
whose beams in the ceiling of the upstairs master bedroom come from the 
remains of the Spanish Amanda sunk in 1588. 
 
Of course anything, apart from humans living right on the water requires 
constant upkeep, especially heavily salt saturated oceans. 
 
Wouldn’t it be something if we didn’t have to brush our teeth which at least 
allows us some time during the day not to listen, let alone think about all 
those suffering so very horribly only because those of us so very fortunate 
choose very carefully not to care about the truth behind the rich getting 
richer trickling down the costs of getting rich on to the backs of the poor who 
are not stupid, only misinformed by the rich who I am proving beyond a 
shadow of a doubt, all know better and who justify their "ostrich behavior" on 
the grounds that "there is nothing I can do about all the shitheads out there", 
all the while able to make so very thoughtful comments which they would 
prefer to keep to themselves but for "sum" [sic] reason can’t help 
themselves, "People who have money take advantage and those that don’t 
get taken advantage of" before then concluding, "Whatever, I do not care!"  
 
Ps – Beginning tomorrow all my communications apart from the occasional 
private communications where email may still be more appropriate, will be 
posted on my blog on www.just3ants.com, which from time to time you 
might want to check out. 
 
[Word count 688] 
 

-----Original Message----- 
From: dave clark 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2007 5:27 AM 

To: Gary S Gevisser 
Subject: RE: Dave hello, 
 



Gary the addition is percentage of turnover ! Dont understand why you 
are getting repeat emails although i have tried to re set up outlook 

express ! Did you get a copy of monthly figures ? we not turning over 
at all at pres Minehead totally dead but solid for Christmas Day  
  

  
Photos Attached although not so good maybe proffesional no problem ! 
  

  
Best regards Dave 
 

________________________________ 
 
From: Gary S Gevisser 

Sent: Tue 27/11/2007 03:03 
To: dave clark 
Subject: Dave hello, 

 
I received from my bank notice that you had wire transferred… 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Dalton - onerhythm@digis.net 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 4:46 AM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 

Cc: naybrladi@digis.net 
Subject: Newsflash- Colorado Kid is JUST as smart as Gary Gevisser !! 
(Story at 11) 

  
Greeting and good day my friend 
  

First of all 
  
I do appreciate your honesty ;) 

  
HEE HEE this is going to be fun...if you want to play the intellectual 
"one up-man-ship" 

  
this will et very interesting ... 
  

please don't take this the wrong way- Dalton has an EGO too (wow) << 
see below >> 
  

I do know that I can ride my mountain bike faster,fuck faster, play 
djembe and percussion 
better, play chess better, write better poetry and free verse,  and ski 

better than you 
so don't play stupid f$$$ intellectual games with me (with all due 
respect, of course) 

  



PS - I can fix your blasted email and wi-fi internet too (you need me 
gary g) 

  
I don't give a shit about people dying in other countries >>> here is 
why 

  
lets fix our own problems in the USA first...THEN go out and help 
others 

  
We cant save the world Gary S until we know how to save ourselves 
  

Note: a rock group named "The The" said that ... 
  
Bob Dylan says "money doesn't talk it swears" 

  
now for the fun stuff ... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>. 

1) Please don't EVER tell me what I think-- (with all due respect) 
  
why don't you invite me to java kai and ASK me what I think... 

  
your words>>>>>>>> by Gary g 
  

Dalton, 
  
  

  
You think that what I am doing is only entertainment for myself, no 
different to the vast majority of people who attend adult education 

classes 
whether in the arts, religion, politics, economics even sex education 
classes for those of us not already wearing adult diapers. 

  
 <>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>> 

  
2) Question for Gary G: Are you saying you know more about God than I 
do???? 

  
see gary's email body below>>> 
  

What do you think you know about God that I don’t already know 
including how 
smart God would be to enter the minds of mindless people to serve as 

“billboards” to others? 
  
Are you saying I am mindless?  

  
please do tell  
  



Mr "I am very important because I know who funding Hitlers Military 
Industrial Complex..." 

  
big f$$ deal  
 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

  
3) gary -- you send the longest winded emails I have EVER seen in my 
life (which is ok with me) 

  
MAYBE ...GARY SHOULD TAKE HIS OWN ADVICE... 
  

  
see below>> words by Gary G 
  

Better to keep quiet and let people think you to be a fool than to 
speak out 
and remove all doubt! – Proverbs. 

  
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>   
  

  
PEACE and Light to you 
  

I hope we can get that cup of coffee at Java Kai 
when your busy schedule allows 
  

If I am lucky- I will remember to bring a chess set...wink wink 
  
later ;) 

  
Your Intellectual Equal- 
Dalton 

  
  

 
 

 
-----Original Message----- 

From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 2:21 PM 

To: 'kathryn chandler' 
Subject: RE: HURT BY TRADE SANCTIONS-are you proud to be an US american? 

 
Are you telling me that nothing I write about is of interest to you? 
 

Do you happen to know of anyone who knows me? 
 

-----Original Message----- 
From: kathryn chandler [mailto:kathrynchandler@usa.net]  

Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 2:22 PM 



To: Gary S Gevisser 
Subject: Re: HURT BY TRADE SANCTIONS-are you proud to be an US american? 

 
I do not know how I got on your list but would you please take me off of it!!! 

Thank you 
 

 


